Natural Law 4-Page Master Test – UNITÆ
1. What is the teachability bell curve?
2. What’s the importance of requirement in a world of distress (unhappiness)?
3. How does a hierarchical pyramid exist? How does it continue?
4. Define occult:
5. What role does knowing the occult (de-occulting) have for the mass populace?
6. What is ignorance compared to nescience? Which do most people have?
7. What question do we ask in order to find the root cause?
8. What are the general steps involved during problem solving? Include where ignorance is.
9. How can we most simply define truth?
10. What is the role (or goal) of perception?
11. Define solipsism:
12. Define natural:
13. Define law:
14. What does Natural Law govern? (What makes Natural Law different from scientific laws of nature)
15. Is belief important or matter to Natural Law?
16. Define consciousness:
17. What are the three expressions of consciousness? Include where action & emotion is.
18. Explain the three different parts of the human brain: Reptile, Mammalian & Human.
19. What is the difference between the two human brain hemispheres? Right vs Left Brain.
20. What do we do with knowledge of the two brain hemispheres?
21. How are we more easily able to be mind controlled?
22. What are we likely to think if we are left brain imbalanced?
23. What are we likely to think if we are right brain imbalanced?

24. Which does each brain hemisphere contribute toward us finding the truth? Include where natural
law is.
25. Is human nature inherently good or evil? Explain how this works.
26. Break it down: How is our reality built? What do we use to create the world around us that must be
present, then what is our decisions based on, then what happens from our actions?
27. What are the 7 principles in natural law & what is the additional binding, generative principle?
28. Explain the plane of effects versus the plane of causality, and which is more important to focus on?
29. What makes up our spiritual currency? We spend what & pay what? What do we get in return?
30. Name at least one other terminology that may also be considered Natural Law:
31. What 5 aspects make up positive natural law expression? What does each aspect mean?
32. What 5 aspects make up negative natural law expression? What does each aspect mean?
33. What is morality? What makes up a right action & what makes up a wrong action?
34. Name at least three examples of a correct (moral) action:
35. Name at least three examples of a wrong (immoral) action:
36. Define apohopatic inquiry (the process of apophasis):
37. How do we know our natural human rights?
38. What do all immoral actions have in common?
39. What is our property? List three items.
40. What if there is no victim?
41. Can anyone grant or revoke rights to someone?
42. What is taxation according to natural law? How about prohibition? Licenses & Permits?
43. What is force & what is violence? What is their role with one another?
44. What are the two pillars of enlightenment in relationship with force & violence?
45. What does it mean to have ownership?
46. What does it mean to have conscience?
47. What is the law of freedom? What’s the inverse of such?

48. Define moral relativism:
49. What makes Man’s Law different from Natural Law?
50. What makes Man’s Law irrelevant and unnecessary in the face of Natural Law?
51. How is equality viewed through Natural Law?
52. What does government mean by it’s Latin definition?
53. Define jurisdiction:
54. What is statism?
55. How does a hierarchical pyramid system fall?
56. Define religion:
57. What is the one true divide?
58. Define anarchy:
59. What does chaos help us do?
60. How do we attain greater imagination? What does it help us do?
61. Define Democide:
62. What is dangerous about following orders?
63. Define moral culpability:
64. Who is more morally culpable, the order-giver or the order-follower? Why?
65. Define justification:
66. How does responsibility work?
67. Define self-loathing:
68. What is the lost word? What is required to use this? What does this help us do?
69. What is the goal of the one great work? What is the goal of such goal?
70. What is required for the quantum shift in the great work?
71. What is “Nature Is The Answer”?

72. What does learning natural law help us do? List at least three items of any kind.
73. What do we have to give to the world if we have done and condoned wrong-doing?
74. Is it only ignorance we have to worry about when it comes to knowledge?
75. Define emotional mind control:
76. What is the real enemy? The rulers or the mass world population?
77. What is our service toward? With what, will this service require?
78. What if nobody wants to hear the truth?
79. List at least three real world required skills for the great work:
80. Define apocalypse:
81. Define logos:
82. What will come of a world manifested with alignment to natural law? List at least two items.
83. What will come of a world manifested with disharmony to natural law? List at least two items.
84. What does Lex Rex mean?
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